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TODAY’S FREE SPORTS BETTING TIPS… 
RaceFan  
Hamilton 14:20 - Collide @ 1/1 Win Bet  

Trend Betting  
Hamilton 16:55 - Crazy Tornado @ 9/2 Each Way Bet  

Declan O'Donoghue - Irish Racing  
Sligo 19:40 - Pleasure Dome @ 11/8 Win Bet  
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Good News For The Punter - By Betworld Reviews


Almost every forum or site offering opportunity for the punter to comment has 
stories about the restrictions and account closures imposed by bookmakers. 
As discussed previously the event markets are not now managed properly by 
the bookies who prefer to just take the easy way out and avoid taking the risks 
they are supposed to be set up for. 


So it is good to hear today that Bet Victor have joined Black Type and are now 
offering a guaranteed bet option for UK and Irish Horse Racing which will 
mean any punter should be able to win up to £500 – if the bet is successful of 
course! The full press release gives details which also offer some hope for 
those who are already restricted.


The change of heart comes about thanks to some great lobbying by the 
Horseracing Bettors Forum which is chaired by Matt Bisogno of Geegeez 
fame. Excellent work and while it is early days and the practical operation of 
the scheme has yet to be tested hopefully where one of the larger bookies 
goes the others will follow. 


AN INTELLIGENT WAY TO USE THE NEW FREEDOM 

It is all very well being able to win £500 but you have to have the skill to place 
your bets properly in order to achieve this. 


A service that I have been watching now for some 6 months since its launch is 
Racing Intelligence. Selections are sourced from bookmaker insiders and 
average about 1 per day. Both win and each way bets are recommended.


After a slow start the service has progressed well and is currently showing a 
211 point profit at an astonishing ROI of 41.75%. Some 46% of the bets 
produce a return. 


Perhaps an ideal opportunity to test out Bet Victors new found generosity?


Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


It’s All About Leeds United Tonight  

Many years ago when football had only just started being played in colour on 
television Leeds United were the best team in the land. However, the side under 
manager Don Revie were unloved and Brian Clough was not a fan of how they 
played. In the 1991-92 season every one loved Leeds because they prevented 
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Manchester United winning the last First Division title before the start of the Premier 
League era. The current LEEDS side are playing great football and can make it five 
wins in as many matches in all competitions by picking up three points at Swansea 
in the Championship and an away win is 11/8 with Ladbrokes.    


Leeds have had 11 managers in five years and Marcelo Biesla is the current man in 
charge. His background is football in Argentina but he likes his side to play the 
beautiful game in a beautiful way. One of his former players is Mauricio Pochettino 
who has a similar philosophy about effective football. Swansea have made a solid 
start to the season in terms of points won but they have had a great deal of luck in 
remaining unbeaten in the Championship after three matches. An away win in 
tonight’s fixture would take LEEDS to the top of the table and the price of 9/2 with 
Betfair for the title would be cut because at the moment they are the best team. 


It’s the final stages of qualifying for the Champions League this week but there are 
no representatives from Britain. The qualifying process for this season’s group stage 
seemed to begin before the end of last season. The top four teams in the Premier 
League qualify for the Holy Grain of European football. MANCHESTER CITY were 
scared out of the competition at the quarter-final stage by Liverpool last season. 
However, they are the ante post selection to be the champions of Europe for the first 
time and that outcome is 11/2 with bet365.  


The wonderful four day York Ebor meeting begins tomorrow and the racing today is 
more about quantity than quality. There are six meetings in Britain and Ireland and 
the most lucrative only offers £79,000 in prize money. Hamilton has a competitive 
handicap over one mile and one furlong at 2.50pm. FALMOUTH LIGHT goes well 
fresh and the horse can win this race after an 80-day absence at 6/1 with Coral. 


Don't Forget The Draw Is So Important - By High Roller Racing


At times people looking at horses choose selections with the best form, the best 
jockey or even a trainer that’s in great form but for some reason they ignore the 
draw… the stall that the selection is running from. That’s really a little foolish 
because you can have the best horse in the race which is trained by the best trainer 
but because of the stall number drawn the horse has a more difficult chance than 
the form predicts.


Some racecourses are fairly straight forward but there are lots of courses where if 
you get the wrong draw it is very difficult to win from.

Let’s give you some examples:-


A) Take a course like Beverley where unless you are drawn low in the five furlongs 
races you have a much more difficult task and in a large field of say sixteen horses 
the higher you are drawn the less chance you have. That one reason I feel there are 
so many high drawn horses in the sprints at Beverley withdrawn before the start. 
Trainers give their excuses but why would an owner want to pay transport costs to 
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Beverley plus jockey fee etc to run from a draw giving them little chance of even 
getting into the frame? 


B) Thirsk over five furlongs on firm ground favours high drawn horses and again it’s 
not often a low drawn horse wins a sprint here. If you are drawn low at Thirsk on firm 
ground your chances of winning are slim even with the best horse in the race on 
form.


C) York has had a bias for a very long time in races over a trip of 10 furlongs. The 
problem here is that the wider your are drawn in the stall the more of a problem it is 
to get into the race behind the low drawn horses. Many times we have seen quality 
horses drawn almost in the car park in twenty plus runner races and as a result they 
have no real chance of winning. A solution is difficult… perhaps reduce the size of 
fields but then sponsors wouldn’t take too kindly to it. Perhaps we just note the 
problem and take a bad draw as a ‘no bet’ in that race.


D) Chester has a huge bias in sprint races as it a fairly reasonable assumption that 
unless you are drawn low then you chance of winning diminishes.


These are just four courses with draw bias problems. So I am going to give you 
some advice and that is if you are selecting a horse go to www.drawbias.com and 
check out their views on the draw you need to win. It’s free to use drawbias.com 
and very relevant.


Overall use this draw information as an extra tool and if your horse is not drawn 
favourably then don’t back it.


My service High Roller Racing offers you one selection maximum per day. The 
service is free to join and you only pay for winning selections. To join follow link 
below…


CLICK HERE AND REGISTER FOR FREE! 

Tuesday’s Horses In Focus - By Unity Racing Investments


The weather is becoming very changeable now after weeks of sunshine we now 
have rain and temperatures are set to drop. It has already started to effect racing 
with many non runners. Mainly being pulled out because of the changing ground. 
This can work to your advantage though. By making notes of horses withdrawn due 
to ground conditions you can start to build a portfolio of what ground these horses 
need this adding another element to your betting. 


Ok on to today’s racing Hamilton 1-20 Maiden (Class 4) 6f - I would rather be with 
SMILE A MILE at 5/2 here rather than taking 13/8 about the favourite. I think the 
nature of this track with suit the horse well and he has a little more experience on his 
side which could just be the difference. His last run was decent on the clock and a 
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vast improvement from the run before. If he improves again then he will be hard to 
beat. On paper he only has the favourite to worry about so he’s slightly overpriced at 
5/2. 


Hamilton 3-50 Handicap (Class 6) 12f - LUCKY ELLEN is returning from a break and 
the word is that the horse is going really well at home. They think she can win this 
race and connections have their money down today! 9/2 currently available but that 
won’t last long!


CLICK HERE - 12 Month Membership Only £96.00! 
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